
               In Focus!
             The Camera Club of     
                  Hendersonville

        December 2016
  CLUB MEETINGS - Are held on the fourth Tuesday  
  of the month at the Chamber of Commerce Building,   
  204 Kanuga Road (intersection with Church Street).
  6:30  Social half hour;  7:00 Meeting.

  Christmas Party, December 13, 6:30 pm-8:30 pm.
  Next meeting is January 24th, 2017

  CRITIQUE GROUP - meets on the second Tuesday 
  of the month at 1:00 at the Unitarian Universalist 
  Church, 2021 Kanuga Road. Next meeting is     
  January 10.
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                                                               Just a reminder: 

                                                              There is no address for the
                                                              Carriage Club Clubhouse. 
                                                              
                                                              However the address for the 
                                                              main entrance is 2827
                                                              Heywood Road,
                                                              Hendersonville, 28791. 
                                                                  

                                The Clubhouse is at the end of
                                                               “Carriage Square Drive”.

                                                                A map and further driving
                                                               instructions are on p. 2
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Come in to the gate house off 191 (Haywood Road) and stay in the lane next to the gate house.  DO NOT TRY 
TO TAILGATE  BEHIND SOMEONE ELSE GOING THRU THE GATE !!!! It closes after each car.
 
 1) After going through the gate, bear RIGHT and go up the mountain. 
 2) Take the 3rd LEFT at the top of the mountain.
 3) Immediately take the next LEFT onto Governors Drive.
 4) Take the first LEFT onto Carriage Square Drive and go down to the Club House at the bottom.

Please bring an heavy h’ordeuvre, a dessert, a salad, or an item like a veggie tray.
Bring your own adult beverages and stemware.
The Club will provide coffee and soda.

Members are also asked to bring canned goods for the Interfaith Assistance Ministry (IAM).

                    At the Party, dues need to be paid for 2017. Two major expenses, rent for the Chamber of
                    Commerce room ($120 per quarter) and at the Unitarian Church ($120 per year) need to be paid in
                   January.

Besides the traditional year end video by John Ayre there will be drawings for some great gifts from friends of the 
Club. Included are two $25 gift certificates from Hunts Camera and a $50 certificate from Crystal Camera.

The announcement about the Holiday Party can also be found on our website at:
http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/christmas-party-2015-invitation

                                          CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE By KEN WEAVER
  
                                      I want to give a heartfelt thanks to all the Club Members for their tremendous
                                          contributions to the success of the Camera Club of Hendersonville. Countless
                                          members rose to the various needs of the Club during the entire year.

                                          You should all take pride the accomplishments of the Club in 2016. At the beginning of 
the year membership totaled around 60 and we were barely meeting our basic financial responsibilities. As a 
result of genuine hospitality to visitors and positive recruitment efforts our paid membership grew to 101 by the 
end of the year. In 2015 the Club sponsored about 3 field trips during the year but in 2016, we experienced 14 
field trips! During the year we established a definitive Mentor Program and began the Mini Workshop Series to  
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better educate our Members in the art of photography. One of the most important things that I noticed during 
was the vast improvement in photographic skills of the Club. Many of our members went from snap shooters 
to photo artists!

Please take a breath and enjoy this holiday season. We are so fortunate to live in such a wonderful part of the 
country.  I wish you all a prosperous New Year in 2017.

NOVEMBER PROGRAM RECAP

                                        Good friend of the Club Walt Arnold gave a program on the “Art of Abandonment”. Walt’s
                                        main theme was that in wrecked or abandoned buildings there is a story to be told. Walt
                                        works with city historical and conservation groups to document the current state of such
                                        buildings. In some instances, such as a landmark inner city church in Memphis, his
                                        photos provided the base for later restoration of the church.

                                        HIs presentation focused on two techniques, HDR and Focal Stacking. In an earlier email
                                        Ken Weaver noted Walt provided a copy of his Power Point presentation, and it has been
                                        put on the Club website. If you missed it it is at:
                                        http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/2016-walter-arnold--how-to-section.pdf

NOTE FROM PROGRAM DIRECTOR BOB COFFEY:

Pulling together the entire 2017 Program Schedule this year went very smoothly due to the recommendations of 
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good presenters, critiquers and judges from our members. We strive to select the best possible guest speakers 
and depend heavily on these recommendations. 
I want to thank everyone who has helped identify the pool of highly qualified local photographers that we can draw 
from. Please continue to be ever watchful for additional names that we can add to the list and inform me whenever 
you find someone new. Thank you.

JANUARY MEETING

                               Our January meeting will feature John Smith critiquing photos on the assigned subject of
                                     Patterns. John displays his work at the Twigs and Leaves Gallery in Waynesville.
                                     
                                      From his bio: “My start was as a professional photographer doing primarily commercial
                                     work. …When I began taking landscapes I became interested in displaying photography as
                                     art…My inspiration for my landscape photography comes from the mountains of Western
                                     North Carolina. My goal is to capture the the beauty and majesty of these mountains on a
                                     printed piece of paper.”

 

                                       
                                      The Best Thing about Memories is Making Them…  
                                           By Ginny Bedell

                            “We don’t remember days, we remember moments.” – Cesare Pavese

                                            During this time of year many of us design, and possibly print, our own calendars.  
Or,                                       Or, some prefer to have them printed via another resource. Warren and I have 
been                                    been creating a personal calendar for our home for the past ten years. We have    
found                                   found that personalizing our calendar is a wonderful way to use our favorite 
images from throughout the year. There is always a measure of excitement and anticipation as we turn each 
calendar page to see what, and in our case, whose, image will appear each month! And, best of all we revive 
great memories from past photographic wanderings! 

There are many ways you can plan the pages of your personalized calendar. You can select your personal 
favorites. Or, organize images by theme, seasonal scene or by family events. Themes might include your 
favorite photographic interest as the featured image for each calendar month. Think landscapes, waterfalls, 
animals, sports, flowers, trees, etc. 

Another option is to look at your current photo library and choose images that are appropriate for each month. 
For example, a snow scene for January or February; a photo of your house, city, community all decked out for 
the holidays for December; an autumn scene for October or November; and a beach photo you took for 
summer months.

Holiday events also offer great opportunities to take photos for your calendar. Some suggestions include 
parades, ceremonies, races, holiday tables, family birthday parties, trips you take over the holidays, school 
events, your children’s or grandkid’s sports events. The list is ongoing! 

You might also consider using some of your images from CCoH field trips, photo forums, the yearly print 
competition, the annual library exhibit, Gimme Your Best Shot activities and other events.

If your current photo library doesn’t give you enough to choose from then consider starting now to create 
images for next year’s calendar.

 THE LEARNING CORNER    BY GINNY BEDELL
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My photo is in the tulips with my sweet dog Remy who passed away two 
years ago and was my inspiration for my business Asheville Pet Photog-
raphy, creating images/moments we will never forget with our pets.

IN the 1980s I moved to NYC and received a BFA  in Photography. I began 
my career as a corporate photographer with large corporations 
photographing their annual and quarterly reports. Clients included Apple 
Computer, Agfa Gaveart NV, Minolta Camera and Citicorp. My photography 
was shot in B &W, very graphic and abstract. The highlight of that career was 
an exhibit at Avery Fisher Hall  at Lioncoln Center.

PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE MONTH: APRIL JOHNSON
                                                                               

                                      

        

              

                

                                             

My photo is in the tulips with my sweet dog Remy who passed away two 
years ago and was my inspiration for my business Asheville Pet Photog-
raphy, creating images/moments we will never forget with our pets.

IN the 1980s I moved to NYC and received a BFA  in Photography. I began 
my career as a corporate photographer with large corporations photographing 
their annual and quarterly reports. Clients included Apple Computer, Agfa 
Gaveart NV, Minolta Camera and Citicorp. My photography was shot in B 
&W, very graphic and abstract. The highlight of that career was an exhibit at 
Avery Fisher Hall  at Lioncoln Center.
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K

WHAT IS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE?

1. Flare is a particularly severe problem with which type of lens?
a. Macro lens
b. Superzooms
c. Tilt-Shift lenses
d. Fisheye lenses
 
2.What type of lens will give you the greatest depth of field?
a. Wide-angle
b. Telephoto
c. Fisheye
d. Macro

3. What exposure mode should you use when employing fill-in flash to ensure natural-looking results?
a. M
b. Av
c. Tv
d. P

 Answers on p. 13
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   REVIEW: PHOTOGRAPHIC SOFTWARE FOR SMARTPHONES

Last month’s newsletter topic was how to get better pictures from the smartphone itself. This month deals with 
photographic software for iPhone and Android phones. The number of third party camera apps are legion. This 
review is a sample of the most popular apps. If you use a software program that is not reviewed, or if you have had 
a different experience with an app than that of the “experts”, please let me know 

All the source material is from either 2015 or 2016. However even the source materail from the first half of this year 
will miss features added in the second half of the year. Our legal statement sums it up: “while we endeavor to keep 
the information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind.”

Apps for the iPhone:

                      ProCamera 10
                      Rating: 4.0 (Excellent) (PC Magazine)
                        Summary: “Most photo apps are concerned with improvements after you shoot the picture.
                        ProCamera is more concerned about giving you the maximum control before you take the
                        shot.” (PC Magazine)
                        Price at the iTunes Store: $4.99

            Exposure Settings               Raw Editing

Pros: 
 Is described as the “gold standard for IOS photography”.
Interface: Minimalist, highly intuitive interface for beginners
Tools: Impressive array of DSLR-like control for experts, i.e. Low-light modes, Tint, ISO and EV adjusters,
      White Balance, Rapid Fire Mode, Tilt Meter.
Filters: More than 70 unique filters and effects.
Focus and exposure for a shot can be separated, so focus can be on one spot, and exposure on another.
Pro Camera offers the maximum level of control that Apple allows third-party app developers.

Cons:
Does not have extras such as Panorama, Slo-Mo, and Time Lapse.
HDR ($1.99) and Lowlight Plus (2.99) are additional purchases, but try before you buy is available.
No panorama or face detection modes
F stop cannot be set on any iPhone app

Bottom Line: “The ProCamera app turns your iPhone into a serious photographic tool, letting you set ISO, 
shutter speed, and more.”

Download size: 87.5 MB.
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                            Camera+ 8
                         Rating: 4+ (iTunes Store)
                           Summary: “The Camera+ app is like a high quality SLR lens.” (Time). “Improves on almost
                           every aspect of the built-in camera app”. (Wired)
                           Price at the iTunes Store:

     User Interface                             Settings                                                                          Scene Modes

Pros:
Interface: is well organized, making it easy to utilize, whether snapping or sharing shots on social media.
Exposure controls and advanced tools: include continuous flash, touch focus adjustment, 6X digital zoom,
       a timer, and preset filters.
Separate focus and exposure points
6x digital zoom
Macro Mode - allows more close-up shooting of focused subjects than default iPhone camera.
Manual controls - can manually adjust focus, aperture, ISO and shutter speed to a certain extent.
“HDR shots-produces the most accurate, vivid results without over saturating”. (The App factor) 

Cons: 
After editing the photo can be saved to the camera’s roll but the image disappears from the photo library
     inside Camera+, meaning you can’t edit it again.
Features presented as exclusive modes cannot be used together - i.e. a burst mode with a stabilizer.
Does not detect faces or zones
No video recording mode 
No HDR apart from doing it yourself and processing it in a third party app
No Panorama mode

Download Size: 87.5 MB

Options for iPhone and Android:

                          Photoshop Express
                          Rating: 4.0 Excellent (PC Magazine)
                             Summary: “It is not the killer, do-it-all app that Photoshop is on the desktop. It is more
                             of a selection of very useful photo correction tools.” (PC Magazine)
                             Price: $0.00
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      iPhone Interface                    Android Interface                  Photo Editing                               Filters

Pros:
Interface is clear and elegant. 
Fine image-correction tools: Looks (i.e. Filters), Crop, Corrections, Fix Red Eye, Borders and Blemish Removal 
Good choice of  23 free effect filters, along with user-defined filters.
To save edits a new copy of the image is created rather than overwriting the original. 
Seamlessly connects to various other services for sharing.

Cons:
Some features require a Creative Cloud subscription; i.e. 20 other filters require a subscription. 
Other apps offer more special effects. 
No user community.

Bottom Line:
Photoshop Express is a slick photo correction app with some excellent tools. Some features require a Creative 
Cloud subscription, however, and there are other apps, such as Flickr and Instagram, that offer more photo 
tools along with established photo-sharing communities.
Download Size: 93 MB

Instagram 10.0.1
Rating: 4.5 Excellent (PC Magazine)
Summary: “With a clean, minimalist interface, Instagram is the king of social photo apps.”
(PC Magazine)
Price: $0.00

          Interface                                Shoot                                      Edit                                      Filters 
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Now has an simpler interface, with in-style black icons, designed to give the images themselves more
        prominence.
Easy and powerful photo shooting and editing,  including brightness, contrast, color temperature, saturation,
        highlights, shadows, sharpening, tilt shift and sharpening.
No longer will the photo be recorded as a square.
40 adjustable photo and video filters, ranging from simple B&W to retro film styles. 
Video shooting, sharing, and basic editing. 
Ability to comment, like, share, and send photos to friends directly of your own choosing.
Addictive photo-sharing community.  

Cons:
Overly simplistic in-app camera.
Users cannot view filers while shooting photos, they can only be applied after the fact.
Filters cannot be tweaked.
Focus and exposure points are not separate.

Bottom Line:
The apps massive user base, great discovery features and simple-yet-powerful photo-editing tools result 
in a great experience.

Download size: 66.9 MB

                     Flickr
                     Rating: 4.5 (Excellent) (PC Magazine)
                     Summary: This app (backed by Yahoo) gets a whole new interface with Flickr 3.0. This release
                     allows one to do just about everything in terms of shooting photos.
                     Price: $0.00

          Interface                          Adjust Histogram                       Adjust Effects                  Shoot video with filter

Pros:
Interface: Fast, simple .
Good use of swiping gestures.
Each photo’s full, original resolution is kept, a reason to prefer it to photos uploaded to Facebook.
Photos can be shared to Facebook, Twitter, and more.
Photo filters: the tools go beyond those of Instagram, for example changing a photo’s filter after the fact. 
Image editing: includes brightness, contrast, saturation,, exposure, white balance, and auto adjusting.
An adjustable histogram is a feature few other apps have.  
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Pros contd:       
With Auto Sync on photos shot are automatically uploaded to Flickr, but as private images only you can see.
Flickr gives you one terabyte of cloud storage free, the best deal anywhere.

Cons:
Low Quality In-app Camera - i.e. lower quality than a standard smart phone camera. Best to take a photo
      normally and then import it into Flikr
No AirPlay or AirDrop support.
No noise reduction feature. 

Bottom Line: 
Flickr has long had many advantages over Instagram for both photography and community support. Users can 
view and upload full resolution images with support for iPhone’s pinch to zoom feature.

Download Size: 110 MB

                          SNAPSEED
                          Rating: 4.5 Excellent (PC Magaazine)
                          Summary: “Snapseed straddles the line between full-fledged image editor and filter app, and it
                          brings a lot of useful tool to the table.” (PC Magazine)

   Image adjustment                 Image Adjustment                       Tools                                      Filters

Pros:
Clever Interface - controlled with swipes, up and down to choose the option and left and right to choose the
       intensity. It does take a bit of getting used to, but once you have the interface is very nice and easy to use.
Selective adjustments - In order to make adjustments to just one part of an image, tap and hold the box on the
       top right corner of the screen.
High quality photo editing - includes many features of high end photo editing software, auto correct, image
       tuning and other effects. This app includes many effects such as tilt shift that are hard to find elsewhere.
G+ integration - Google has also integrated most of Snapseeds features into the G+ app as well.
Free - With the acquisition of Snapseed by Google, the app was lowered in price from $4.99 to free.

Cons:
Limited social integration - Snapseed supports sharing with email, Facebook, and Twitter, but leaves out
         important networks like Instagram and Flickr.

Download size: 134 MB
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 Android Options: 

                        Pics Art Photo Studio 
                      Rating: 4.4 (Google Play)
                        Summary: “No other Android Photo App comes close to Pics Art”. (PC Magazine)

         Interface                                 Tools

Pros:
Simple and intuitive interface
Loads of photo tools and effects - comes with tool like curves, clone and mask that are only available in Adobe

       Photoshop;  plus thousands of clipart packs, fonts and collage templates 
Supports RAW photos and do not need in-app buys
Drawing tools. 
Active social network - PicsArt social community is the largest art-based community in mobile phones.
Highly adjustable filters - filters are called “overlays”

 
Cons:
Ads clutter interface in free version. 
Encourages gaudy images - see above. 
Occasionally slow.
Short on tutorials

Bottom Line:
“PicsArt took the Android photo editing and sharing world by storm, and with such a vast array of tools and
 active social network, it's no wonder.” (PC Magazine)

Download size: Varies with device (Google Play)

  

                              Pixlr Express
                           Rating: 4.4 (Google Play)
                             Summary: A clean interface and a seamless editing experience helps users focus on what
                             matters most, the photos.
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            Interface                                 Tools                         Photo Editing                             Effects

Pros:
Works with Google Drive - can be used to directly edit images from Google Drive after installing it Chrome App.
Has most Photoshop Filters
Can save to cloud or download
Has advanced filters
Offers easy-to-use editing tools for resizing, cropping, and rotating photos
Predefined and custom collage sets

Cons:
Ads- they are on the main page, making a less than stellar fit on the screen. They can be blocked by using an
         ad blocker in one’s browser. But if the Chroime App has been installed, this will not work, as adblocker’s
         do not work on Chrome Webstore apps. 
Some known bugs:
          If you try to save a file withcharacters like ;,  <, >, it will refuse to save and do nothing.
         Saving to the cloud is broken in many cases
         Merge down layer with mask changes actual  rendering (workaround: first apply layer mask)
Lacks drag and drop images  to the browser window.
No support or user groups

Bottom Line:
An editing tool that is simple with enough features to make this a great find for for low to moderate level photo 
editing.

Download Size: Varies With Device (Google Play)

Note: Sources used for the review are availablee on request

WHAT IS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE ANSWERS:

1. D;   2.C;   3. B

LEGAL STUFF- OUR BAH! HUMBUG!
Contents of this site are ©  2016 by the Hendersonville NC Camera Club or its members except where noted. All image 
copyrights are held by the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this 
Newsletter without the explicit written permission of the copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided on the 
Hendersonville Camera Club Website and/or Newsletter pages are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed as as 
an endorsement by the Hendersonville Camera Club of the content or views of the linked materials. The  information contained is 
for general information purposes only. The information is provided by the Hendersonville NC Camera Club, a not-for-profit 
organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of 
any kind.
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LAST, BUT NOT LEAST - MY FAVORITE PHOTO
BY WARREN BEDELL

I like to do abstract photography where the image is about the elements of graphic design – line, shape form, 
pattern texture and color – and the context of the image is removed to emphasize these elements. The “Wheel 
of Time” is from a wall of old, metal art pieces in the River Arts District in Asheville. I was attracted to the shape, 
form, texture and color in the subject.  I didn’t feel the entire wheel was needed as the eye can readily fill in the 
missing quadrant, and leaving out a segment makes the image even more abstract and dynamic.  The image 
was processed in Lightroom and Photoshop, with a bit of a boost in On1 Effects 10, to bring out the features of 
interest.

Editor’s Note: Taking account of popular demand, the requirement of taking My Favorite Photo within the past 
year is lifted. A photo taken at any time is welcome.


